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Warm Up!

As a group, write down 5 things that come to mind when 

you think of  Africa.

Send one person to write them on the board.



Africa

• 54 Countries

• Over 1 billion people

• Over 2100 languages

• 17 of  the 20 poorest countries on Earth

• 60% of  Africa’s population born after 1994

• Largest City:

• Lagos, Nigeria

• 21 million people





Ancient African Kingdoms

• Ancient Kingdoms

• Traditions of  early cultures (oral stories, trading, etc.)

• Physical and Political Geography

• Guiding Questions

• What technologies did African civilizations have access to? How advanced were 
they?

• How did migration and trade affect African history?

• What forms of  agriculture developed in Africa?



Colonialism

• European Contact and Exploration

• Culture Clash and Ethnocentrism

• Berlin Conference

• Scramble for Africa

• The White Man's Burden

Guiding Questions

• How has colonialism affected Africa, long-term?

• Why were Europeans able to colonize Africa?

• How did Africans resist and then defeat European Colonization?



Ethnocentrism

• Belief  in the superiority of  one’s own culture and judging other cultures 

based on this perspective.

• This is a central theme in imperialism

• Often accompanied by or used to justify racism

• Can you think of  an example?

• So what is the difference between Ethnocentrism and Racism?



Africa Map

• 20 points Process (10 points each side)

• C, 7=labeled clearly

• B, 8=labeled with some color clearly

• A, 9 or 10=labeled and fully (helpfully) colored clearly

• 54 countries!!!

• Due Tuesday, 3/10(5th period)

• Due Wednesday, 3/11 (½ Block)

• Resource- LizardPoint.com



Diverse Societies in Africa Jigsaw

• Go to my website:

• Everyone reads- Setting the Stage

• One person reads- "A Land of  Geographic Contrasts"

• One person reads- "Early Humans Adapt to Their Environments"

• One person reads- "Early Societies in Africa"

• One person reads- "West African Iron Age"



Diverse Societies in Africa Jigsaw

• Divide and Conquer! Answer the question for your section. Share and 

discuss answers

• How were history and culture preserved in African societies?

• List the 4 vegetation types.

• Name the main source of  info about early African cultures.

• Compare the African iron age with the iron ages of  other regions.



Early Africa

• Humans emerge in Rift Valley

• Hunter-Gatherer societies

• Pastoral Nomads: Nomadic 

societies based around herds of  

livestock such as goats, sheep, and 

cattle

• What social hierarchy exists in a 

society like this?

• Millions of  modern Africans are still 

pastoral herders in Kenya, Tanzania, & 

Ethiopia



Warm Up!

• What is one thing you remember from yesterday?

• What is ethnocentrism? Give me at least one example.

• What are we doing this weekend?





Early African 

Societies

• Societies first develop South of  the Sahara

• Religion develops: Generally monotheistic

• Animism: spirits play an important role in 
regulating daily life and are presents in 
plants/animals/nature

• Written languages are rare, stories passed 
orally

• Griots-a member of  a class of  traveling 
poets, musicians, and storytellers 
who maintain a tradition of  oral history in 
parts of  West Africa.

• What are the advantages of  this? 
Disadvantages?



Griots

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QdrPmZwsXiM


East/West Africa

• The readings are on my website, pick one

• Display the important info on one side of  1 page:

• 1.Chapter Title / Your Cool Title (5 pts)

• 2.Short (3-4 sentences) summary (5 pts)

• 3.Key terms defined (5 pts)

• 4.Important questions completed (5 pts) See next slide

• 5.Important images with explanations; overall awesomeness (10 pts)



Important Questions for Ancient Kingdoms

• What technologies did African civilizations have access to? How 

advanced were they?

• How did migration and trade affect African history?

• What forms of  agriculture developed in Africa?





SIGN UP FOR FLEXTIME

Spring 2020



Warm Up!

How was your weekend?

What is Ethnocentrism?

What is a griot?

What are some advantages and 
disadvantages of  having history/culture 
passed down through oral stories?



Critical Reading 

• What is it?

• Critical reading is a more ACTIVE way of reading. It is a deeper and more complex 
engagement with a text. Critical reading is a process of  analyzing, interpreting and, 
sometimes, evaluating. When we read critically, we use our critical thinking skills to 
QUESTION both the text and our own reading of  it.

• Why do it?

• It is important to read critically. Critical reading requires you to evaluate the arguments 
in the text. ... This also means being aware of  your opinions and assumptions 
(positive and negative) of  the text you are reading so you can evaluate it honestly.



Critical Reading Strategies

• Tips/Strategies:

• Underline OR Highlight important pieces/core concepts of  the text (NOT ALL OF 

IT)

• Circle- Words, Events, People you do not know/understand

• Asking questions in the margins about what the text is presenting

• Do you believe what they are saying? Does it make you wonder about something else?

• Making Connections- infinity symbol next to the text and a note about the connection



The Shape of  Africa

• Jared Diamond

• American Historian, Geographer, and anthropologist

• Author of  many books

• Professor of  Geography at UCLA

• Critical Reading Practice

• "The Shape of  Africa"



Warm Up!

• Please turn in your Africa Maps!

• Get out your Shape of  Africa Reading and the notes you took on it from 

Monday

• What is Diamond's theory as to why Africa was/is often behind the 

development of  the rest of  the world?



The Shape of  Africa

• In your groups, write 2-4 sentences 

describing Diamond’s theory as to 

why Africa was/is often behind the 

development of  the rest of  the 

populated world.

• Once you have done that, please go 

back through the text and find 2 

quotes that support your thinking.



JD: The Shape of  Africa and Guns, Germs, 

and Steel

• European Colonialism

• Use of  technology (guns)—overpowering Latin American through sheer technological 

advancement, despite having fewer numbers

• Germs- Unaware of  the diseases (smallpox) they carried and what they did to the 

indigenous people they conquered

• Steel- Technological advancements and the ability to have better weapons and armor



Gun, Germs, and Steel

Jared Diamond

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aJ9espgY-Po


Warm Up!

• What do you think of  Diamond's theory of  Africa? Is it compelling or not? 

Why?

• What holes exist in his theory?

• What are the 5 Themes of  Geo? What about Maslow's hierarchy of  needs?



Guns, Germs, and Steel

• How did Diamond apply his theory to Africa?

• Why were they less developed?

• Why were they conquered?

• What part of  his theory did not manifest as usual in 

Africa?

• Germs went both ways.



What is the Bigger 

Question?

Why did some areas 

have major 

technological 

advancements and 

others do not?



Geography and 
Maslow

• Diamond’s answer 
combines the 5 themes 
and Maslow’s hierarchy

• What does Maslow tell us 
is needed in order for our 
brains to create and 
innovate?

• What are the 5 themes of  
Geography?



Jared Diamond: Geography

• Europe, because of  its geographical shape, location, and climate had greater 

access to a wider variety of  plants/animals that could be domesticated

• Basically, Europe got lucky with geography, making farming easier.

• More variety = easier farming = food surplus



More Surplus

More Security

More relationships and time for exploring/innovating

Larger sustainable population

Greater/farther reaching empire possibilities



Holes in JD's Theory

• Only looked at specific civilizations that fit his theory (specific evidence!)

• Doesn’t explain Mesopotamia, Alexander the Great, Ottoman Empire, etc.

• Doesn’t take culture, individual action, or prior events into account

• Alexander’s military greatness, Latin American culture/decline of  civilizations, slave 

trade, religion

• Often criticized for minimizing racism/choice involved



East/West Africa

• Please go around the room and look at least 2 of  the same region you read 

about- take notes on anything that they included that you didn’t

• Look at 2-3, of  the opposite region and take notes on the important aspects 

of  the other region



Slavery's Lasting Impact

• Please go to my website and read the article about slavery



Warm Up!

• Briefly list/describe 2 ways in which slavery affected Africa’s development.



Culture Grams: Nigeria Example



Culture Grams Assignment

• Each group gets one country

• No repeats and no Nigeria


